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There are beautiful doodles, and there are fabulous doodles. This doodle book brings them into

fashion! An ever-popular topic among young girls, fashion continues to form our culture at large.

Whether we design ourselves to fit in or stand out, this book offers over 100 pages full of creative

prompts for innovative designs. Aspiring fashionistas&#151;and anyone with a fascination for

fabulous clothing and accessories&#151;will be inspired to find their own style and express it.
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This book is the best coloring book for the girl who is looking for something a little more grown up

and challenging than princess or Barbi coloring books. For example, it will have a picture of a girl's

head arms and legs but the middle portion is blank allowing you to draw on whatever outfit you can

think up. Same with shoes and purses and earrings. Very Clever.

I purchased this book for my 9-year old niece, who loves to draw and color. I was excited to get

"Designer Doodles" for her, for Christmas, but wasn't sure if she was too old for it. When I received

the book, I flipped through it and was tempted to get out the colored pencils and markers, myself,

and get busy!! What a great idea and a quality product. The pages are thick so she can use

crayons, colored-pencils or markers to create her masterpieces.



I bought this for a friend's grade school age girl, but I have to confess, I wanted to keep it for myself.

This gives a creative jumping off point for fashion related drawing, like a hand and it asks you to

draw a ring. Really fun, thick book. In fact, I love this whole series, but this is especially good for

fashiony boys and girls.

Our daughter has Beautiful Doodles (my personal favorite since it covers so many topics), Fabulous

Doodles, and Designer Doodles, and this one is her favorite. We keep these on hand to give as gifts

along with a nice set of coloring pencils. The sketches are lovely, and provide just enough of a start

to get the creative juices flowing...and keep them flowing for hours and hours! Terrific idea, and we

are big fans!

My daughter is not small anymore (12 yrs old) and she loves these books. At first I thought they

maybe too young for her but she takes it everywhere. What a nice break from video games. Highly

recommend.

If you have a little girl who loves to design, this book is for her. I bought it for my 8 year old daughter

because she is a good drawer and loves fashion. It is perfect. It is a nice gift for birthdays and

Christmas. I think it is a book for all ages. I like hers so much I came home and ordered me one.

There are many other doodle books, so I will be purchasing more for her and me.

Would love to keep it for myself but it was a gift for my 9 year old niece. Adorable book with ideas

like decorating hats and designing make up. Very fun and addicting.Keeps her attention after

school. Works well with crayons, colored pencils and even markers. Nice thick pages

"You have to work hard to become a fashion designer," my eight year old granddaughter whispered

to herself as she hunched over her new "Designer Doodles" book. Gel pen in hand, she remained

intent and focused for hours over this birthday present. The perfect transition from coloring books to

freehand design, very satisfying for young designer wannabes. I must echo another reviewer's

comment: I want one of these for myself!
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